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Steps 23+26a-27– Installing Twist Lock on Flap

Step 23– Transfer Twist Placement dot from Flap
template to BOTH Flap lining exterior AND to fleeced
side of Flap lining. Apply fabric glue to an area 1” in
all directions around the dot.
Replace Flap in exterior & ling back WST & allow
glue to dry.

Aleene’s Quick Dry Fabric Fusion works well for me,
(I got it on Amazon), but there LOTS of others on the
market that I’m sure work well!

Step 26a– Center female side of Twist Lock
over the dot.

Step 26b– Trace with opening & ALSO within the
screw hole openings directly onto lining fabric w/a pen.

Step 26c–
Expand oval/
circular area out
& slightly beyond
markings for
twist lock &
screw hole
openings.

More
cutting
pictures.

Step 26d– After
glue is dry carefully
cut into outlined
area then slowly
trim just to the
OUTSIDE of the
line you just created in step 26c.
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Step 26e- And here’s the opening all cut out &
ready for the twist lock! BUT WAIT! Line up your
twist lock underneath the opening to see if there
are any obstructions to the screw holes or any
fabric hanging out into the twist lock opening.
By the looks of mine (at right) I might be OK, but
if I have any trouble screwing my screws in I’ll
just need to clear out just a tiny area around the
right-hand screw opening. But—-Always be
REALLY careful doing this!

Step 26e– now all you have to do is to scress the
twist lock back in place! (see above)
Step 27– (At right) Now we can drop the Flap in place
aligning the bottom edges with the bottom edges of
the Bag Top, then flipping the Bag Front top edges
over the bottom raw edges of the Flap & stitching it in
place across the Bag Front, from side edge to side
edge.
:)

